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Three weeks before the first round of the Brazil-
ian presidential elections now won by the fascis-
tic Jair Bolsonaro, some 150,000 people, the
majority women, took to the streets in Brazil to
declare their opposition.

In London protests against Bolsonaro have also
been mainly women. They rebel against Bolsonaro’s
aggressive sexism and his disregard for democracy.
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Journalist Matt Kennard is one
of the figures calling for a boy-
cott of the Guardian. He spoke
to Martin Thomas from Solidar-
ity.

K: It’s not really a formal cam-
paign, but it was ignited on social
media by left activists, journalists,
and commentators who support
the Corbyn project.

Obviously you expect outlets like
the Telegraph and the Sun to be on
the other side. But in fact the
Guardian has morphed into the
biggest and most consistent critic of
Corbyn, and under an editor, Kath
Viner, who was voted in as the left
candidate. It’s a nominally left-
wing paper which is trying to de-
stroy the progressive movement.

What do you do? Hit them
where it hurts. Stop buying the

paper, stop giving them clicks.
Enough is enough.

T: Why would you expect the
Guardian to support Corbyn? It
supported Blair enthusiastically in
his early years. It’s not a left-wing
paper. But it is a paper which gives
information, which is why I read it,
and occasional space to left voices. 

K: The Guardian from the 1970s
and 80s was quite radical. You
could get Marxist takes on global
events. Maybe that had already
stopped in the Blair era. But now
it’s either hard-Brexit Tories or Cor-
byn, and they seem to side with the
Tories. Ok, the Guardian is not pro-
Tory, but it effectively helps the To-
ries if you consistently publish
attacks on the only alternative
available to the hard right.

T: The Guardian still publishes
critical columnists like Aditya
Chakrabotty, Owen Jones, and
Gary Younge.

K: In little pockets it still has very
good journalists, but less and less.
And those are all columnists. None
of the reporters is doing the expo-

sures which we need. Something
has changed.

The Guardian is presented as the
progressive extreme of British po-
litical discourse. So it gives the
right a hand up if they can say:
even the Guardian is criticising
Corbyn.

If those commentators are still
writing, it gives the Guardian cover
to attack Corbyn most of the time.
90% of the Guardian journalists are
anti-Corbyn.

T: The other serious bourgeois
papers are certainly not more pro-
Corbyn. But surely we should read
serious bourgeois newspapers, and
know how to do that while under-
standing their limitations. And just
today I notice that the Guardian is
putting on a meeting for John Mc-
Donnell (bit.ly/gu-mcd).

K: There’s a lot more out there
now, outside the legacy media,
which you can read. It’s great that
the Guardian is putting on a night
with John McDonnell, but that isn’t
going to do much to change the
balance.

T: Possibly a difference here is
that some of what you would think
unfair criticism of Corbyn, we
would think to be substantially fair
criticism, though of course we
would make it in our own way,
from the left. For example, on anti-
semitism. The incident with the
mural was shameful. The incident
about “Zionists not understanding
British irony” was shameful. The
equivocation on the IHRA text was
shameful. I wouldn’t say Corbyn is
an antisemite, but I would say he
has fumbled the issue, and been
constantly on the defensive.

K: Obviously there should be
even-handed coverage of those is-
sues. But all those issues have been
massively amplified. The move has
immediately been made from “he’s
made mistakes” to “he’s an anti-
semite”.

It’s a fair point that there are gen-
uine problems. But the Guardian
has allowed itself to amplify a lot of
shrill voices on the right of the
Labour Party. The other day in the
Observer, which is a linked publica-

tion, they had an interview with an
old Blairite minister saying that an-
tisemitism is destroying the party.

It’s quite hard to rationally
analyse it, but the boycott is to
send a message of anger at how
the Guardian has acted over the
last few years.

Support The Clarion!
Solidarity sends its support to
The Clarion magazine, which
has now followed ourselves,
Plan C, and other socialist
groups in individuals in becom-
ing a target of abuse from “Red
London”.

“Red London” is an anonymous
Facebook page, linked to anony-
mous blogs — really, a “left” coun-
terpart of the right-wing websites
which function only to throw
smears at the left without ever hav-
ing to offer evidence or debate it.

Support The Clarion! bit.ly/red-
lo and bit.ly/fake-pol

By Theodora Polenta
The Europe for the Many confer-
ence in London on 26-27 Octo-
ber was billed as bringing
together progressive political
forces and civil groups across
Europe to offer an alternative.

However, the top-billed speak-
ers were the Portuguese Prime
Minister and the Greek Finance
Minister. Among the speakers on
municipalities was the Kemalist
(CHP) mayor of Cankaya, a dis-
trict of Ankara.

Such forces represent no poten-
tiality for egalitarian politics. The
Syriza-led government in Greece is
implementing of austerity, memo-
randa, and detention centres. The
CHP has suppressed Kurdish
rights and implemented IMF
“structural reform programmes”.

Although Another Europe is

Possible and European Alterna-
tives were co organisers, the tone
of the meeting was set by the LSE
“Civil Society Research Unit” and
geared towards policy advice to
existing governments: “a reflexive
participatory research process in-
volving citizens, policy makers,
business people and civil society
representatives”.

Momentum organiser Laura
Parker spoke in the final plenary
about the need to challenge na-
tionalism, to build a left that can
fight and win at a pan-European
level, to transcend national bor-
ders. It was not clear whether her
speech was in a personal capacity
or representing Momentum.

As regards Momentum’s silence
on the Brexit debate, she talked of
Momentum needing not to be per-
ceived by the media to undermine
the leadership. On the members’

consultation on Brexit now
launched by Momentum, she ac-
knowledged the restrictiveness of
the questions posed: members are
being consulting on defending the
existing EU citizens’ rights in
Britain, but not on defending free-
dom of movement between EU
member states for future EU mi-
grants.

Another Europe is Possible has
spoken out recently for free move-
ment, and said that the “fight to
stop Brexit is not a fight for the sta-
tus quo... We need to end fortress
Europe, not build fortress Britain.”

But AEIP needs to avoid the
danger of being lured by the “post-
modern” Left of glorification of so-
cial spaces, of movementism, of
the “rights”, and so on.

To paraphrase, stopping
Brexit must be the act of the
workers themselves.

By Cathy Nugent
Under pressure from housing
campaigns, in July London
Mayor Sadiq Khan agreed that
residents of estates threatened
with demolition should have a
democratic vote on the future of
those estates.

However there is a lot of devil in
the detail. The residents ballot re-
quirement only applies to schemes
that have GLA funding — although
the GLA could have used its pow-
ers to ensure all estates under rede-
velopment could have a ballot.

On 3 November residents from
34 estates that are threatened with
demolition, but fall outside the
rules for ballots, will protest out-
side London City Hall.

The background to all this is the
major programme of demolition
and redevelopment of council es-
tates in London which has been
going on for over a decade. As the
organisers of the 2 November
protest explain:

“There are 31,000 residents who
will be affected by demolition on
118 estates in the next decade.
Nearly 8,000 homes will definitely
be lost, and the total could eventu-
ally be much greater. Nothing less
than a big land grab is going on all
over London. This means the
building of luxury flats instead of
secure Council homes at low
rents.”

The GLA and local councils say
they want greater numbers of new
homes at social rents. But again the
devil is in the detail. Take the exam-
ple of one scheduled demolition
and redevelopment in Lewisham:
the demolition of Reginald House
and “reclaiming” of Tidemill Com-

munity Garden in Deptford.
Campaigners there say that

while all the lost tenancies will be
at council rents, new tenancies will
be at London Affordable Rents —
63% higher than council rents, or in
other words out of the range of
many people on council waiting
lists.

Occupiers at Tidemill Garden,
trying to save the Garden from the
bulldozers, were evicted by police
and bailiffs, under orders from
Lewisham council, on 29 October.

Where ballots are due to take
place residents will need to make
sure that they are organised fairly
and framed in such a way to give
residents a comprehensive over-
sight on the future of a local com-
munity — for example the full
disclosure on types of homes, rent
levels and types of tenancy being
planned. 

Fifty London estates with over
30,000 homes have undergone
regeneration schemes in the
past decade. There has been a
net loss of over 8000 socially-
rented homes. Only 13% of plan-
ning approvals in 2015/16 were
affordable homes.

More info: twitter.com/Demolition-
sLdn

Boycott the Guardian?
INTERVIEW

Matt Kennard

“Business and civil society”? Or workers? 8000 homes up for demolition

Order online for £12* 
including UK postage.

www.workersliberty.org/books
*£15 Including study guide

Socialism, Ireland, Per-
manent Revolution & the
Provo War
Rayner Lysaght debates Sean
Matgamna, Friday 9 Novem-
ber. 7:30, London Welsh Cen-
tre, 157-163 Grays Inn Rd,
London WC1X 8UE

The story of the Limerick
Soviet with Rayner
Lysaght
Saturday 10 November. 7:30,
Brunker Hall, 152 Lever
Street, EC1V 8BG
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Bradley Allsop, from Lincoln
Labour Students, A K Gurung,
co-chair of Surrey Labour Stu-
dents, and Steff Farley, Lough-
borough People and Planet and
UCU Rank and File, spoke to
Maisie Sanders about the Stu-
dent Left Network and the So-
cialist Feminist Campus
Collective, which will be
launched on 17-18 November.

Bradley: At the Student Activist
Weekender [on 8-9 September,
sponsored by a number of groups]
we decided we wanted to explore
setting up a more permanent or-
ganisation. There is a meeting on 18
November to flesh out what our
main focus will be, how we’ll be
constituted and how we’ll operate.
I think it’s exciting! There have
been discussions about what we do
in Labour Students, about acting as
a network for rent strikes, and
around mobilising for NUS elec-
tions. 

A K: The Socialist Feminist Cam-
pus Collective was set up after the
Socialist Feminist Campaign Day [8
September], where we had work-
shops on the decriminalisation of
sex work and the Goldsmiths Jus-
tice for Cleaners campaign. We are
pushing for socialist feminist cam-
paigns like this which highlight
that workers’ rights are a feminist
concern and that huge oppression
issues are often intersectional.

After our gathering we created a
Facebook group and since then we
went public with a Facebook page
and a statement at the start of Oc-
tober. We’re also organising a
launch meeting on 17 November
and we published the first issue of
our zine.

The next campaign we’re doing
is a student bloc at the Shut Down
Yarl’s Wood demo on 1 December.
The SFCC has links with other na-
tional feminist and campaigning
groups like Women’s Strike, De-
crim Now, the UVW and UCU.
People are involved from all over
the country. It’s really a group of
student feminist activists working
towards collective action. 

Steff: I’m super excited about the
Socialist Feminist Campus Collec-
tive. It’s great to see leftist groups
set their stall out from the start and
say “this is exactly what we’re

about” — it’s great to see there’s a
group that really cares about trans
liberation, and that the whole
movement is rooted in class strug-
gle. It’s for the working class
women who need this movement
the most, rather than the liberal
politics you get with a lot of groups
that don’t materially help a lot of
people.

It would be fantastic to have a
visible presence at events like the
Yarl’s Wood demo. We need to
force the mainstream feminist
movement to focus more on issues
like that. 

Steff: Being able to regularly mo-
bilise students across the country at
short notice to fight on a range of
issues would have massive bene-
fits. Especially if the network is
rooted in class struggle and can
raise the class consciousness of
groups of students we’re mobilis-
ing.

A lot of what we talked about at
the Student Activist Weekender
was putting pressure on the NUS
and Labour Students from within.
NUS is quite a bureaucratic system
where members aren’t listened to
as much as they could be and the
democratic process isn’t as strong
as it should be. If we can come to-
gether as students and force our
voices to be heard then the leaders
of the NUS have no choice but to
listen to its members.

I’m involved in UCU Rank and
File. I think UCU and NUS would
benefit in similar ways from being
more member-led and democratic,
in that maybe the more margin-
alised and left-wing views of mem-
bers will be heard over the more
vocal, weak centrist views.

The leadership of both unions are
somewhat failing their members —
but UCU failed its members at an
incredibly important moment dur-
ing its biggest strike action in many
years, whereas that moment is
maybe still to come for NUS. We
need to make it a more democratic
union for the members before that
happens. 

The Student Left Network is
quite politically diverse. At the Stu-
dent Activist Weekender I heard
about lots of different campaigns I
hadn’t heard about before. Person-
ally I’m very interested in tackling
climate change.

There’s a lot of urgency on that
issue at the moment with the re-
lease of the IPCC report. We need
to hit fossil fuel companies hard by
removing their funding. Students
can demand their universities don’t

invest in fossil fuels. Last year in
Loughborough our direct action on
this got results and we won.

We can also call on our universi-
ties to cut their ties with banks that
are funding billions into fossil fuels.
Almost half of UK universities
have now divested from fossil
fuels. There’s a national day of ac-
tion on 21 November, when groups
across the country will be doing ac-
tions calling for their universities to
divest.

NUS seems to be fairly quiet on
the issue. 

ACTION
Bradley: For me really it’s about
trying to provide a place for
grassroots student actions. 

Our national union is not provid-
ing anything in that sense and local
student unions won’t either for
most students. It’s about providing
that place where students find ad-
vice and get involved in action on
climate change, rent strikes, racism.

Rent strikes are a big area to look
at this year. Lots of groups are in-
volved in that on their campus.
Postgraduate employment condi-
tions are also a big thing for me —
we need to have a coordinated re-
sponse. 

It’s important we intervene in
NUS and Labour Students because
they’re the biggest players in town.
NUS has massive resources and
structures. Labour Students is em-
bedded in the Labour Party. Lots of
people feel an affinity and gravitate
towards them — we can’t replace
them so we have to work within
them. Democratising their struc-
tures is key because if you don’t
give power to grassroots members
then the campaigns we want to see
won’t happen.

AK: We have working groups
within the SLN who are actively
working towards intervening in
NUS and Labour Students, for ex-
ample at the upcoming Labour Stu-
dents Political Weekend [10-11
November]. It’s important to have
more of a left wing presence be-
cause then we can push the agenda
to be oriented around workers’
rights, student-staff solidarity, the

campaigns and occupations that
happened last year around the
UCU strike.

We ran a campaign within the
SLN around student support for a
yes vote in the HE pay ballot. We
made flyers and posters for stu-
dents to print and distribute, and
we shared around an open letter. 

In terms of the SFCC I’d like us
to campaign around combatting
“boss feminism”, which is basically
the mainstream rhetoric around
feminism right now. Feminism has
become mainstream — and al-
though that’s good in some ways
because it means that feminism is
less of a taboo and more people call
themselves feminists, we wanted
this group to push forward a more
socialist and more radical feminist
agenda in opposition to the more
trendy liberal feminism that is hap-
pening right now.

A lot of students are generally
left-leaning. We want to push that
socialist feminist agenda, so it’s
useful to have this network. 

Bradley: I think we’re starting to
see a higher level of politicisation of
young people. Young people have
never been apathetic. That’s rub-
bish. We can see this in the Corbyn
surge, in Brexit. Now is the perfect
time to set something up that’s rad-
ical and national and democratic.
On the bigger issues like Brexit and
climate change, we’re at a point
now where we can’t afford not to
have that national action. 

Steff: Students are a passionate
and political force that are capable
of creating political change —
we’ve seen that this year with stu-
dents supporting the UCU strike
with actions and occupations
across universities and the march
demanding free education last No-
vember. It shows that students in
general feel very strongly about
these issues and that’s one of the
reasons we are setting up the Stu-
dent Left Network. It will allow us
to harness all that political energy
from students and direct it more ef-
fectively. 

AK: From what I assess from it
there is a lot of faction fighting and
disorientation of the student left.

There’s NCAFC [National Cam-
paign Against Fees and Cuts,
founded in 2010], Labour Students
Left, now the Student Left Net-
work, and there’s the centrists. The
centrists have a stronger presence
in NUS.

Careerism is a big problem.
Labour Students traditionally has
been a breeding ground for future
MPs and high-up jobs in the party.
NCAFC and now the SLN are
working more towards raising stu-
dent issues on campuses and run-
ning campaigns around free
education, workers’ rights, etc. For
us it’s about campaigns, not ca-
reers.

Uniting the left is a big question.
We can unite students to campaign
collectively against our universities
and against the government, and
through educating people. We need
open forums, open debates, open
conversations. Of course there are
going to be factions but there needs
to be debate.

There are lots of problems with
Labour Students. Surrey Labour
Students was disaffiliated in 2017
because it affiliated to NCAFC.
Labour Students do little to fight
against this right wing government
or to push a radical agenda on
higher education issues.

There is an explicit clique within
the group. It’s a breeding ground
for careerists. The way their events
are run is that the same types of
people with the same views are al-
ways elected and they dominate
elections and events. This disen-
franchises, excludes, and isolates
people with different views.

Very little is done to run collec-
tive action with students across the
country. There’s massive dissatis-
faction.

Steff: I left the Student Activist
Weekender feeling super-moti-
vated. One of the things I’ve
taken away is the role morale
has for student left wing politics.
Student politics sometimes feels
like you’re banging your head
against a brick wall, and activists
get burnt out. Meeting other ac-
tivists does a great job at im-
proving that. 

Launching a new student left

Socialist Feminist Campus Collective Launch Meeting
Saturday, November 17, noon – 5 PM, UCL, London

Student Left Network Organising Meeting
Sunday, November 18, 11 AM – 5 PM, UCL

INTERVIEW
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By Jim Denham
On 24 October a number of crude but po-
tentially lethal pipe-bombs were sent to
prominent Americans known for their op-
position to Donald Trump.

On 26 October one Cesar Sayoc, a Trump
supporter and petty criminal, was arrested in
connection with the bombs. Mr Sayoc’s van
was decorated with numerous stickers back-
ing Trump, a “CNN sucks” sign and images
of prominent Democrats, including Hillary
Clinton, in crosshairs.

Prior to Sayoc’s arrest a bizarre conspiracy
theory was circulating among the more fanat-
ical of Trump’s supporters: that in the run-up
to the mid-term elections, the Democrats
were sending these bombs to themselves.

Pro-Trump commentators like Ann Coul-
ter, Rush Limbaugh, Michael Savage and Fox
Business Network’s Lou Dobbs promoted the
idea that the bombs were a “false flag” oper-
ation organised by the Democrats and/or
other enemies of Trump such as George
Soros.

Trump himself picked up on the theory just
before Sayoc’s arrest on Friday morning,
tweeting: “Republicans are doing so well in

early voting, and at the polls, and now this
‘Bomb’ stuff happens and the momentum
greatly slows — news not talking politics.
Very unfortunate, what is going on. Republi-
cans, go out and vote!”

A moment’s consideration should have
shown just how unlikely the “false flag” the-
ory was:

1. Someone who wanted to help the De-
mocrats and damage Trump sends a series of
pipe bombs to prominent Democrats around
the country.

2. Then Democrats or the anti-Trump
media line up all the local police and federal
authorities, so that they say the packages are
functional bombs (even though, according to
this theory, they weren’t).

3. Not a single person in the media or po-
lice steps forward to expose the conspiracy.

This is the same mind-set that led some to
label the murders of children at Sandy Hook
Elementary School a “false flag” operation
aimed at promoting restrictions on gun own-
ers.

Or that drove a man to fire an assault rifle
at a Washington pizzeria where he believed
there to be a pedophile ring run by Hillary
Clinton. 

This kind of stuff is normally associated
with the right — and the far-right, at that. But
on 26 October, just before news of Sayoc’s ar-
rest came through, we had Britain’s “only so-
cialist daily” giving credence to the right’s
conspiracy theory.

That day’s Morning Star editorial, whilst

noting that “Trump failed to
mention that all the addresses,
from Hillary Clinton and Max-
ine Waters to George Soros, and
taking in the CNN TV channel,
have at one time or another been
attacked by him”, goes on to
state: “The easy-to-reach verdict
is that these weapons emanated
from Trump supporters. Equally
plausible is that this was an
elaborate plot by the president’s
enemies to undermine Republi-
can Party candidates in the ap-
proaching midterm elections.”

To anyone minded to reach
for their Occam’s razor, the Star sagely
warns: “When it comes to dirty tricks by rich
and powerful sinister forces in US politics,
anything is possible.”

Sadly, this kind of conspiratorialism is be-
coming more frequent in the pages of the
Morning Star: suggestions that the British
“mainstream media” is predominantly anti-
Brexit; that Theresa May and the people
round her secretly want to sabotage Brexit;
that allegations of antisemitism in the Labour
Party are simply part of an anti-Corbyn cam-
paign; that the White Helmets in Syria are
working with terrorists and/or western intel-
ligence agencies to spread false claims of
regime atrocities — all these demonstrably
untrue conspiracy theories have been pro-
moted in recent months by the Morning Star.

The Morning Star under its present editor

Ben Chacko seems to be taking its lead from
alt-left conspiracy sites like The Canary and
Skwawkbox. The question is, why do our
unions (notably Unite) continue to pour tens
of thousands of pounds of members’ money
into such an unreliable source of news and
opinion?

Conspiratorial thinking has always been
with us — the grassy knoll, the moon land-
ing, the Freemasons. But it has been tur-
bocharged in the Trump era, as cable news
networks and social media networks allow
hastily assembled theories to spread to mil-
lions in an instant. Often, by the time the ev-
idence-based explanation has taken shape, it
has already been drowned out by a mega-
phonic chorus of cranks and opportunists.

The left should be standing against this,
not participating in it.

Morning Star picks up from Trump

By Keith Road
Hornsey and Wood Green Labour Party
affiliated to Jewish Voice for Labour (JVL)
at its meeting on 25 October 2018. 

Sadly, that cannot be seen as a prefigura-
tive act of solidarity with Jewish communi-
ties facing such things as the gun attack on a
Pittsburgh (USA) synagogue on 27 October
as well as more everyday suspicion and
abuse.

The problem is with the politics of JVL, es-
pecially some of its committee. At the launch
meeting of Labour Against Racism and Fas-
cism on 15 October, JVL secretary Glyn
Secker spoke against a proposal to include
antisemitism (alongside Afrophobia and Is-
lamophobia) in the group’s definition of
racism.

Antisemitism he said, is not an issue in
Britain! He “as a white Ashkenazi Jew” expe-
riences no discrimination as Muslims and
black people do. The charge of antisemitism
has been used by the right to undermine Cor-
byn, and so anti-racists should steer clear.

But the increase in reported antisemitic in-
cidents is real (bit.ly/as-amr). The security
guards outside synagogues and Jewish
schools are there for a reason. That Jews in
Britain do not suffer discrimination in em-
ployment or housing or such does not wipe
out those facts.

JVL was launched at Labour Party Confer-
ence in 2017 by Jewish Labour members who
announced their aim as countering the “false
antisemitism witch hunt”. The group poses
itself as a pro-Corbyn Jewish organisation al-

ternative to the longer-standing Jewish
Labour Movement (JLM). JVL says that the
JLM seeks to undermine Corbyn and op-
poses JVL’s Labour Zionism.

JVL has focused almost entirely on opposi-
tion to the Labour Party’s adoption of the
IHRA text and on defending members who
they believe have been targeted for their anti-
Israel views.

At the Hornsey and Wood Green meeting,
speakers in favour of JVL affiliation stated
that JLM does not represent them as Jews,
and that CLPs should back JVL in order to
show solidarity with the Palestinians and
allow criticism of Israel, which they say the
IHRA text has curtailed.

No affiliated CLP will have a say in what
JVL does or says.

Some speakers against the motion said that
affiliation would be divisive. JVL represents
only a tiny fraction of Jewish opinion. Most
Jews in Britain, including most Jews involved
in the Labour Party, are in some sense Zion-
ist, i.e. they have some connection to Israel
and consider the existence of an Israeli state
a part of their identity.

Criticism of and campaigning against the
government of Israel is not precluded, nor
even discouraged, by the IHRA text.

Being “divisive” should not necessarily
damn a policy: we shouldn’t shy away from
controversy when it is necessary to shape
politics capable of transforming society. The
problem with JVL is in fact its politics.

Jeremy Corbyn is right when he says that
antisemitism is an issue on the left and must
be rooted out. JVL undermines the efforts,
limited and inadequate so far, to tackle this
problem.

The left should not continue to ignore the
fact that some criticism of Israel is being mis-
used to promote antisemitism. 

There are people involved in JVL who
recognise Israel’s right to exist and would
condemn the misuse, but the campaign it-
self is harming the fight against anti-
semitism on the left. 

Don’t define away antisemitism
“A newspaper is not only a collective
propagandist and a collective agitator, it
is also a collective organiser”, wrote
Vladimir Lenin.

Not only in Russia, but everywhere, so-
cialist newspapers and journals, from the
IWW’s Solidarity to the German socialists’
Vorwärts and Neue Zeit, were central to the
rise of the socialist movement in its heroic
period before World War 1.

Today, some left-wing groups limit them-
selves to websites only (RS21), or websites
plus occasional freesheets (Counterfire).
But that “works” only for a group with
very limited activity and limited ambition
to change the thinking around it.

A revolutionary socialist paper is not just
a collection of words, but also the activity
of people who use it hand-to-hand to estab-
lish political connections on demonstra-
tions, on the streets, on campuses, at work,
at meetings. It is the activity of people who
use the printed word, studied carefully
rather than skim-read like a website on a
screen, to discuss, re-think, and discuss
again.

Following our successful efforts with Sol-
idarity (and placards and flags and banners
and stalls) to spread a socialist message on
the 20 October anti-Brexit march, local
Workers’ Liberty groups are discussing
how to develop our paper and its sales fur-
ther. 

They’re starting with a new look at a
discussion bulletin on the question
which we produced back in 2004:
bit.ly/col-org.

The collective
organiser

ANTIDOTO

An image used by the group Socialist
Resistance on a recent leaflet. They make no
comment on the implication in the placard
that the abuse of Palestinians is to be blamed
on “Jews” in general.
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By Hector Lopez
Shortly after it became clear that Brazil
had elected Jair Bolsonaro to the presi-
dency [in the run-off round on 28 Octo-
ber], the Unified Workers’ Central (CUT),
the main confederation of trade unions in
Brazil, issued the following statement: 

“The majority of Brazilian voters just
handed the Presidency to someone who has
consistently… voted against the rights of the
working class, has opposed social progress,
voted for freezing investment into health and
education… has threatened Left activists,
women, people of colour and LGBT groups...

“Those who believe they have crushed our
capacity to resist and fight are wrong. […]
The CUT will keep the working class united,
preparing it for the fight ahead, on the streets,
in the workplaces, in the factories and in the
fields, against the stripping away of rights
and in defence of democracy.”

Bolsonaro’s election is a throwback to the
1964-1985 military regime, a regime that Bol-
sonaro and his vice-presidential running
mate were both part of and see as a high
point in Brazil’s history. In their own words,
twenty years of “order and progress”. The
similarities to the Trump phenomenon are
clear, both in their ascendancy as controver-
sial “anti-establishment” figures and in the
nature of the movements that have sprouted
in opposition. 

In the US, Trump’s sexist remarks led to a
mass mobilisation of women and the
Women’s March, catalysed by the leaked in-
terview where Trump was recorded saying

he grabbed women “by the pussy”, a
“gotcha” moment that at one point threat-
ened to destabilise his campaign. This didn’t
stop 55% of white American women voting
for him. The electoral lines were drawn much
more sharply along class and race lines.

Bolsonaro has openly expressed vile senti-
ments on women and the LGBT community
in general, once even saying he wouldn’t
rape a fellow member of the Chamber of
Deputies because she was “too ugly”. The
major mobilisations against Bolsonaro in the
run up to his election have been marked by
the slogan “Ele Nao”, Not Him, a slogan typ-
ically brandished by women disgusted with
his sexist remarks and his Evangelical Chris-
tian stance on abortion. 

DEMOGRAPHIC
The demographic data on the election
shows Bolsonaro won in 97% of Brazil’s
1000 wealthiest cities, while his opponent
from the PT, Fernando Haddad, won in
98% of the poorest. 

That is the consequence of an ascendant
middle class that grew from Lula da Silva’s
reforms, and the propaganda work of Capital
willing to accept state repression in return for
economic liberalisation.

Bolsonaro will push for a destructive eco-
nomic agenda that will sell off national assets
to private companies and crush workers’
rights whilst permitting corporations to plun-
der Brazil’s natural resources (specifically, the
Amazon rainforest) for everything they have.

The consequences of the latter may be
greater than the immediately obvious envi-

ronmental ones, as the Amazon has been a
battleground for indigenous rights for
decades, with native indigenous populations
coming into violent conflict with logging,
farming and mining companies.

In 2017, 110 indigenous people were mur-
dered in the countryside. Bolsonaro has
stated that “not one centimetre of land will
be demarcated for indigenous reserves or
quilombolas (descendants of runaway
slaves)” and intends to label Brazil’s Landless
Workers Movement (MST) as a terrorist or-
ganisation.

Where is the base of the opposition to Bol-
sonaro? A key aspect of the Brazilian political
climate is that with the multitude of parties
and positions, as well as the sheer size of the
population, the electoral field is primed for
larger-than-life charismatic figures to suc-
ceed, rather than specific policy proposals.
This becomes stark when we consider that,
despite the fact that Haddad was the PT can-
didate and lost by a significant majority, all
polls suggest that [veteran PT leader] Lula da
Silva would have won, had he been allowed
to run from prison.

The trade union movement is still heavily
tied to the PT, and Lula himself still has a sig-
nificant sway with the population, more than
his party does.The fight against Bolsonaro
will come from poor working-class commu-
nities, migrant women, and the indigenous
and landless worker communities in the
countryside. The mobilisations are already
stirring. 

As I write this, a massive anti-Bolsonaro
protest is building in major cities across
Brazil. Let us hope they succeed.

£2,760 so
far towards
our £15,000
So far we have raised £2,760 towards
our fundraising target of £15,000 be-
tween now and June 2019.

This week John in Glasgow wrote in to
order a copy of the new book In Defence of
Bolshevism, and added £105 to his payment
as a donation.

Other comrades have pledged the £200
(or £75 for the lower-paid) which they’ll get
as a sweetener from HSBC for moving their
accounts to that bank. Matt from north
London has contributed £50 got as a sweet-
ener for changing energy supplier.

Jill, from south London, has promised
£80 at the end of November from giving up
alcohol for a couple of months.

Some local groups are planning dinners
or socials for the 30th anniversary of land-
mark events from the collapse of European
Stalinism in 1989.

Other ways in which you can help:
• Subscribe to Solidarity

You can subscribe to Solidarity for a trial
period of 6 issues for £7, for 6 months for
£22 (waged) or £11 (unwaged), or for a
whole year for £44 (waged) or £22 (un-
waged). See back page for form.
• Take out a monthly standing order 

Taking out a standing order, of any
amount. If you take out a standing order
you will also receive Solidarity. Go to work-
ersliberty.org/donate for instructions.
• Make a one-off donation 

You can donate by sending us a cheque,
setting up a bank transfer or via Palpal. Go
to workersliberty.org/donate for instruc-
tions. 
• Organise a fundraising event in your
local area 

A fundraising film showing, quiz night,
walking tour, theatrical performance or
sponsored activity?
• Buy some of our books or pamphlets? 

www.workersliberty.org/books
• Distribute some of our fundraising
leaflets. Contact office@workerslib-
erty.org to order some.

Raise money and celebrate the Berlin Wall
coming down

Three weeks before the first round of the
Brazilian presidential elections now won
by the fascistic Jair Bolsonaro, some
150,000 people, the majority women, took
to the streets in Brazil to declare their op-
position.

In London protests against Bolsonaro have
also been mainly women. They rebel against
Bolsonaro’s aggressive sexism and his disre-
gard for democracy.

Advance estimates of the second round
poll on 28 October were that although Bol-
sonaro would win (as he did), he would be in
a clear minority among women.

The anti-Bolsonaro women’s movement
now needs our solidarity in its efforts to win
the majority — those who voted Haddad,

and those who didn’t vote — to resist.
The political battle, of course, will include

winning over many women who voted for
Bolsonaro.

Polls show that 82% of Brazilian women
are against the legalisation of abortion (in
Brazil, abortion is prohibited by the Penal
Code, but exceptions have been set over the
years in which women will not be punished);
40% are against same-sex marriage. 

Like Duterte in the Philippines, Bolsonaro
has won support from many women and
working-class people by posing as the one
who, although by harsh means, will establish
order and repress crime.

But, even more than Duterte, Bolsonaro
promises open violence against whole com-

munities of workers and poor people.
The French socialists of ALPS write: “The

question of self-defence of workers, peasants,
students, homeless, universities, Indians,
women, LGBT, and therefore the question of
their armament, is raised.

“Self-defence requires unity and organiza-
tion from below, in every locality. The goal is
not to confront the electoral majority of Bol-
sonaro but to defend the bastions of democ-
racy...

“Not to provoke, but to avoid or limit,
the bloodshed, resist and counter-attack,
it is necessary that the workers, the peas-
ants, the students, have weapons. Aware-
ness turned that way will be the first
weapon...”

Brazilian unions move to resist Bolsonaro
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By Neil Laker

In his new book Burning Up, A Global His-
tory of Fossil Fuel Consumption (Pluto
Press), Simon Pirani notes that the world
economy tripled in size between 1945 and
1973. And the world began to burn as
much fossil fuel, every three years, as in
the whole of the nineteenth century.

That depended on cheap oil, which aver-
aged at around $1.80 per barrel during the
1960s. In Simon Pirani’s view, this period of
“transition to an oil- and electricity-domi-
nated system... was not directed at providing
electricity access or improving lives; if we can
speak of an aim or direction, it was to do with
capital accumulation and the concentration
of wealth and power”.

Then a number of OPEC* states took con-
trol over oil production from international oil
companies operating in their territories, and
negotiated price rises with the oil companies
in 1973. They responded to western support
for Israel in the 1973 war with the Arab states
by cutting exports by 10%, and placing an
embargo on sales to the US.

A barrel of oil rose to $11.65 in 1974, from
$3.29 the previous year. Although (as Pirani
notes) the US was relatively insulated
through its domestic oil production, these
events made a major turning point in world

energy use. A second shock came with the
Iranian revolution in 1979, featuring a two
month oil workers’ strike, and a peak price
per barrel at $36.83 the following year, which
contributed to the recession of 1980-82.

Expensive oil stimulated a renaissance in
coal, and an expansion of natural gas and
(until 1979) of nuclear energy.

The oil shocks triggered structural changes
in the composition of global industry, with a
broad movement to “export energy-intensive
processes to the Global South where labour
was cheaper”, while the OECD** economies
began to focus on more profitable fabrication
and finishing.

The energy intensity of leading OECD
states fell by 4% from 1973-1982, in part by
efficiencies prompted by the crisis. But the ef-
ficiency innovations undertaken in heavy in-
dustries were not replicated in transport.
Governments made significant interventions
in attempt to keep petrol prices cheap –
meaning consumption continued to grow
overall post-1973, albeit at a relatively slower
rate.

Capitalist states who went to great effort to
facilitate capacity of existing forms of fossil
fuel infrastructure (as they still do), easing
the link, for example, of petrol-based trans-
port to employment regimes through subsi-
dies and cuts to fuel taxes (most generously

in the US, but in fact across the OECD).
Therefore consumption was “hardly dented”.
Any efficiencies or technological transforma-
tions were outweighed by an increase in the
volume of cars.

“The challenge,” writes Simon Pirani in
Burning Up, A Global History of Fossil Fuel Con-
sumption, “is to understand exactly how po-
litical, social and economic forces combined
to produce a disaster of this magnitude.” 

Pirani is a researcher at the Oxford Energy
Institute, whose work on Russian politics led
him to the matter of gas, energy and then cli-
mate change. The book is dedicated to the
journalist Pavel Sheremet, who was assassi-
nated in Kyiv in June 2016.

Following the second oil shock, the world
market in which international oil companies
were dominant gave way to a traded com-
modity market where barrels were increas-
ingly sold on flexible contracts. In the US,
efficiency gains of the 1973-83 period were re-
versed in the re-acceleration of 1983-98.

Research into renewables and conservation
prompted by the oil crisis was cut by the Rea-
gan administration. Environmental protec-
tions were generally lowered, with the
restoration of profit criteria and the drive to
deregulate, e.g. to enable easier offshore
drilling, and reduce fuel standards. This built
the base for powerful “climate scepticism” in

the USA.
Huge subsidies paid out to energy compa-

nies — $230 billion per year, according to re-
search by the World Bank in 1992. Natural
gas was legalised for sale for electricity in US
in 1987, and in the EU in 1991, supplied by a
new pipeline linking Russian gas to Western
Europe. Fossil fuel consumption remained
highly concentrated: “In 1987, 90% of coal
was consumed by 15 countries; 80% of petro-
leum products by 28 countries; and 91% of
natural gas by 20 countries”.

Enormous inequalities are also evident in
electricity provision in the developing world:
“In the 1970s most of the world’s rural pop-
ulation had no electricity — including 96% of
Africa’s, 85% of Asia’s and 77% of Latin
America’s”. As recently as 2013, 237 of
around 1250 million Indian people were still
left without it.

The neoliberal turn of the 1980s launched
a global wave of energy privatisations, with
Chile as the prototype. Building on this, the
“unbundling” of UK electricity generation,
transmission and distribution in 1989 “be-
came the standard model used in 1990s pri-
vatisations internationally.”

The breakup of generation assets was pur-
sued by the IMF and World Bank, who aided
multinational companies to negotiate deals
that avoided “the long, arduous business of
improving underfunded distribution sys-
tems,” and kept largest risk elements with
the state.

In Nigeria, electrification had been at-
tempted through the National Electric Power
Authority (NEPA) from 1972. In the 1990s en-
tire Lagos neighbourhoods “could be left in
complete darkness for months,” according to
Ayodeji Olokuju. With the distribution net-
work was in a state of neglect, and corruption
widespread in NEPA; opening it up to the
market was pushed as the solution.

ONLY
Following several unsuccessful privatisa-
tion attempts, NEPA was broken up and
sold from 2005. Of the 23 firms that had
bought elements of the infrastructure,
only one had done “anything tangible”
three years later.

In Russia, the privatisation following the
collapse of the Soviet regime had disastrous
consequences. In 1975, combined heat and
power generation — a way of recycling ex-
cess heat from electricity generation by di-
recting it to industry and homes — was being
used to heat 42% of urban housing. The pri-
vatisations overlooked this, and it was bro-
ken up and replaced with inefficient
autonomous heating systems.

Industrial restructuring across the global
economy led higher fossil fuel intensity in
OECD consumption, embodied by the rise of
freezers, dishwashers, microwaves, take-
aways, fast-food, private transport, comput-
ers, and televisions; 80% of OECD
households had central heating in 1990 com-
pared to 35% 20 years earlier.

Industry’s share of fossil fuel consumption
in the OECD fell from 40 to 31% between
1980 and 2015 while the non-OECD
economies rose from 28 to 52%. In other

Climate resistance must be built fro  

Rhineland protest against brown coal

Spain closes down coal
Spain will close most of its coal mines by
the end of 2018, following what has been
described as a “just transition” deal be-
tween the government and unions. 

The coalition government, formed this
June and led by the centre-left PSOE, has
previously abolished a tax on solar power,
and will next month launch a national cli-
mate plan.

The government and unions agreed a deal
in which €250m will be invested over the
next decade in mining regions. The deal in-
troduces early retirement schemes for min-
ers over 48, re-skilling programmes for
modern green industries, and environmen-
tal restoration work in mining areas.

According to the deal, by the end of 2018

ten pits will close. Over one thousand work-
ers will lose their jobs, but around 60% will
be eligible for early retirement, and around
600 will receive social aid. The mines in
question are private mines, and the govern-
ment is beginning negotiations on a similar
deal with the remaining few hundred min-
ers in state mines.

The European Trades Union Congress
(ETUC) confederal secretary for Spain,
Montserrat Mir, told the Guardian that
“Spain can export this deal as an example of
good practice… We have shown that it’s
possible to follow the Paris agreement with-
out [harming workers]. We don’t need to
choose between a job and protecting the en-
vironment.”

Probably rank and file miners will see
more limitations with the deal than does
Mir, but it points towards what can be
fought for elsewhere. These mines had only
been kept open with state aid. Implementing
transitions from projects which are still prof-
itable will require significantly more pres-
sure: from workers’ in the industry and from
the labour movement on governments and
on international bodies.

The climate crisis gives us an impera-
tive to build movements to bring these
changes about. With sufficient public
funding, worker-led “just” transitions to
environmentally sustainable alternatives
to current technology are possible — as
well as necessary — in all industries.

By Mike Zubrowski
On Saturday 27 October 6,500 people oc-
cupied a coalfield in Rhineland, Germany,
in the biggest mass direct action against
lignite mining to date.

Lignite or “brown coal” is a particularly

polluting form of impure coal, producing
about 400 kg of carbon dioxide per
megawatt-hour generated, compared to 340
for black coal and 200 for natural gas.

Germany tops global lignite mining, clear-
ing large areas of forest for open cast mines
and transporting lignite by train to nearby
power stations.

Last year, supporters and friends of Work-
ers’ Liberty participated in Ende Gelände’s
camp, protests and direct action against
these coal fields. We also distributed bilin-
gual bulletins reporting on UK climate ac-
tivism and arguing that we “must build and

expand [a mass, direct action, climate]
movement, but crucially we need to link
with workers in the energy sector, including
coal, to end coal and transition to a sustain-
able society.” This was generally received
positively, but we still have a long way to go
to build such links or a mass movement.

In the 27 October direct action, organ-
ised by Ende Gelände, thousands occu-
pied the tracks of the coal trains for over
24 hours, with some activists chaining
themselves to the tracks. Over 40 occu-
pied a digger in a mine.

CLIMATE



words, “rich countries ‘tend to reduce their
domestic portion of materials extraction
through international trade, whereas the
overall mass of material consumption gener-
ally increases’.” This forms a further obstacle
to minimising climate change in the present,
given that industrial globalisation positions
energy intensive processes “‘out of sight, out
of mind’ in policy terms” for the leading cap-
italist states.

Pirani emphasises that “obstructions to the
future transition are political and social, more
than technological”. His argument weighs
strongly against consumer-choice-based ex-
planations of climate change that dominate
the discussion, such as feature in the work of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC).

Pirani is critical of the role technology has
played in the twentieth century, citing a
study by Joann Vanek which found that for
women without paid work outside of the
home, hours of housework were not signifi-
cantly less in the 1970s than they were in the
1920s. This mirrors a trend in the workplace
generally, whereby deep and complex inte-
grations of technology into the labour
process have produced no resultant reduc-
tion in overall work hours. 

ICE
Readings of bubbles trapped in ice cores
at the Soviet Vostok station in Antarctica,
and data from new precise computer
modelling which suggested a 0.2°C warm-
ing effect since the 1960s, moved a con-
ference of scientists of 29 countries at
Villach in October 1985 to agree that “‘sig-
nificant’ global warming, caused by the
greenhouse effect, was likely during the
first half of the twenty-first century, and
scientific-political cooperation was
needed.”

This led to the formation of the IPCC in
1988, which remains central to the scientific-
political discussion today. However the first
major international agreement — in Rio, 1992
— aligned with the US agenda in stating the
aim of stabilising greenhouse gas emissions,
but with no targets or coordinated energy
policies as scientists were hoping for. “The
imperatives of capital accumulation trumped
the need for collective state action articulated
at Rio” By 2005, “world CO2 emissions
would be not 20% lower than the 1988 level,
but 35.3% higher.”

The continued growth of the world econ-
omy on a fossil fuel basis ran against the
hopes of the IPCC scientists. While Euro-
peans had attained the energy consumption
levels of the postwar US in the 1970s, Chinese
and Indian high-income households reached
these levels in the 1980s and 90s respectively.
Into the first decade of the new millennium,
“global fossil fuel consumption grew at a
faster rate than at any time in history.”

Expanding coal made up the majority of
this growth, predominantly for extra-OECD
industry and in particular steel production.
China overtook the US in emissions terms in
the mid-2000s. One feature of this was a rise
in private car ownership from 2 million in
1994 to 8 million in 2001 and 73 million by

2011. Chinese coal consumption accounted
for 48% of global coal consumption by 2010,
paid for in 23,418 mining related deaths from
2001 to 2008. 

The Kyoto Protocol (1997) was the first
treaty to establish any concrete targets, aim-
ing at 5% emissions reduction by 2008-12.
This was met but mainly irrespective of the
agreement, having more to do with the global
economic crisis, Clean Development Mecha-
nism swaps, the shifting of many industrial
processes to developing economies, and
emissions being measured from 1990, just be-
fore the major slump in the ex-USSR and
Eastern Europe following the collapse of Stal-
inism.

In 1997 the US Senate voted unanimously
against binding reduction commitments, and
refused to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. Some at-
tempts at carbon trading were established
such as the European Union Emissions Trad-
ing System (2005) based on permits to emit.
It completely failed in its basic objective to set
a price for carbon that was suitably profitable
as to be attractive for trade. Too many per-
mits were issued, there was blatant and
widespread corruption, and instead of rising,
which may have incentivised energy efficien-
cies, the permit price crashed repeatedly,
meaning no market could operate.

In 2007 the European Commission set tar-
gets aimed at reducing emissions to 30% be-
neath the 1990 level by 2020, leading to
(limited) institutional support for renewable
energy technologies. In China the 11th, 12th
and 13th Five Year Plans (spanning 2006-
2020) contained “robust”energy efficiency
measures, alongside a serious impetus to re-
locate and reduce coal (though due to urban
air pollution rather than concern for global
warming), and “substantial investment” in
wind power. These measures were accompa-
nied by a failure to agree any actions at the
Copenhagen Conference of the Parties in
2009.

Pirani describes the 2010s as a time of ex-
tremes, as fossil fuels remain overwhelm-
ingly dominant in global energy
composition, and the transition towards re-
newable energy has hardly begun. The global
financial crisis produced a momentary dip in
emissions, after which they returned to
growth.

There has been a relative decline in the
speed of new coal, but it is still growing in
overall volume through expansion in south-

east Asia, India, Turkey and Ukraine — the
latter two opting for coal in order to reduce
dependence on Russian gas. “Between 1990
and 2015, renewables’ share of electricity
generation worldwide rose from 1% to 5%”.
Despite falling costs, in 2015 they made up
just 7% of electricity generation across the
OECD.

The COP21 agreement in Paris that same
year signalled the end of international tar-
gets, as states were allowed to decide their
own reductions to limit climate change to 2°C
(with only an “aspiration” of limiting it to
1.5°C) through Nationally Determined Con-
tributions. However climatologists have esti-
mated that “if all the [Paris] pledges were
kept, global average temperature will rise by
2.7°C, as opposed to the 1.5–2°C targets (and
by 3.6°C if policies are unchanged)”. And
since then the IPCC has upscaled the risks of
a 1.5°C scenario.

PERSPECTIVE
The political perspective that Pirani states
clearly and concisely at the end builds di-
rectly from the preceding scientific and
historical research. 

These are conclusions reasoned from
studying the world economy’s dependence
on fossil fuels and the failures to change
course over the last 30 years. They are not
easy answers, but the necessary, difficult, rad-
ical ones.

For Pirani, the question is not a techno-
cratic one about the implementation of ‘the
right technologies’, but of being capable to
“beat the inertia of existing social and eco-
nomic systems” that maintain and profit
from the continuation of fossil fuel domi-
nated production.

The transition to a sustainable energy sys-
tem cannot be made in isolation from one to-
wards a sustainable and egalitarian society. It
is not just a question of how energy is pro-
duced, “but also the technological systems
that consume it and the social and economic
contexts in which they operate.”

Making this societal transition will require
the resolve to break the resistance of groups
that have an interest in keeping fossil fuels in
circulation. It means a break with the idea
that the elites who have failed to take an
meaningful measures to climate change for
30 years are capable of addressing the prob-
lem at all.

Any progress to this point has come out-

side of the Rio/COP framework, from strug-
gles from below that have forced concessions
over the provision of energy, such as in India
and South Africa. For example, when the
apartheid system collapsed in 1994, just 40%
of South Africans had electricity access. By
2006 this had risen to 73% because of the ef-
forts of a township-organised protest move-
ment which demanded and forced change
from state authorities. They show a way for-
ward. 

Pirani is not wrong to suggest that civil so-
ciety makes change: mass disobedience and
direct action are playing a major role in the
climate movement. Clearly a wide coalition
is needed, and is to some extent starting to
take shape. But I would add: that cannot
compensate for the weakness of organised
labour, the unique force with the potential of
making systemic change in the struggle for
climate justice. Our discussions of climate
change must have an explicit working-class
orientation, whatever the state of the work-
ers’ movement at present. 

Facing the present crisis practically, Pirani
offers four proposals. “Remaking the rela-
tionship between cities and countryside, by
making the divisions between them less ex-
treme, and moving urban built infrastructure
away from the currently dominant energy-in-
tensive model”; transformation of urban
transport infrastructure; fully integrated, de-
centralised electricity networks; and moving
towards a sustainable consumption by tech-
nological change such as basic repairability
of goods.

These must be combined with a vision of a
future in which social change transforms not
only property relations but also the labour
process through which humans relate to na-
ture ... such a vision offers the most com-
pelling alternative to the dogma of economic
growth and the assumed inevitability of ex-
ploitation, inequality, and worse that it im-
plies. 

Such a transformation would offer the
best conditions for a transition away from
fossil fuels.

* OPEC : Organisation of Oil-Exporting
Countries
** OECD : Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development [the advanced
capitalist countries]

Kris Krüg/Flickr. Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 2.0
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By Martin Thomas
The term “anti-Zionist” was rare in politi-
cal discourse when real debates with
Zionists were a lively part of the broadly-
defined left, in the early 20th century.

Its use quadrupled in the 1930s, when the
Stalinist movement took an overt “anti-Zion-
ist” and antisemitic turn. It multiplied by
three again, to twelve times the level of the
early 1930s, in the 1970s, when the term
“Zionist” had lost meaning in general circu-
lation other than as a catch-all curse-word. So
Google Ngram’s statistics show.

Studies such as Dave Rich’s The Left’s Jewish
Problem have shown that it was in that same
period, the 1970s, that “absolute anti-Zion-
ism”, or “anti-Zionism seeing itself as anti-
racism and anti-imperialism, but in fact being
antisemitism”, started to run riot through a
Third-Worldist left (starting in Britain, Rich
argues, in as unobvious a place as the Young
Liberals).

The graphs for “antisioniste” in French,
“antizionistisch” in German, and so on, show
the same broad pattern with differences of
detail. The term “zionist” in Russian shows a
huge jump in the 1970s, signifying simulta-
neously the USSR’s courting of some Arab
regimes, a step-up of antisemitism in Russia
and Eastern Europe, and an injection of “anti-
Zionist” confusion into the European and
American left way beyond the official Com-
munist Parties.

The term “anti-Zionism” came into wide
usage, not as a way of indicating dissent from
or criticism of Zionism, but for quite other
reasons.

Before World War Two, Zionist groups
were a visible strand on the left in many Eu-
ropean countries. There was an explicitly
Zionist unit in the Red Army during the
Russian civil war. The early Bolshevik gov-
ernment agreed in principle to establish a
Jewish republic within the USSR where Jews
could gain self-rule if they wished: in the
event that policy was only carried out in car-
icature form a political epoch later, with the
creation of Birobidzhan in 1934.

Marxists were arguing with different vari-
eties of Zionists all the time. They felt no need
to describe themselves as “anti-Zionists” in
order to do that. The usage dating from the
1970s usage connects not to the Marxist cri-
tique of early 20th century Zionism, or of na-
tionalism in general, but to regressive and
dangerous trends.

“We have to take strong measures”, wrote
Leon Trotsky in January 1936, “against the
abstract ‘anti-fascist’ mode of thinking that
finds entry even into our own ranks at times.
‘Anti-fascism’ is nothing, an empty concept
used to cover up Stalinist skulduggery”.

“Anti-fascist”, as a political label, can mean
anything from working-class socialism
through bourgeois-democratic conservatism
to Stalinism. Today it has acquired some con-
notations of being left-wing and pro-democ-
racy; still, it is not a label a Marxist would
choose.

In general “anti-X” political labels are slip-
pery. One of the early examples of such a
label was the “Antisemites’ League” of Wil-
helm Marr, formed in 1880. Marr’s use of the
term “semitism” as a word for “Jewishness”
which chimed into the pseudo-scientific
racism of the time was pretty much an inno-
vation, so he was forming a political move-
ment on the sole principle of opposition, not
to something matter-of-fact, but to something
ideologised by him in his own special way.

Jews were not just Jews. They were semites!
And they were such a great and compact

power (despite their small numbers and ap-
parent differences among themselves) that
simply to be “anti” them was to define a
whole political program.

“Anti-Zionism” today carries many of the
same problems. And more.

Between the late 19th century and 1948,
“Zionism” had a fairly definite meaning: the
movement to establish a Jewish homeland in
Palestine. Since the Israeli state was estab-
lished in 1948, its meaning has been unclear.

“Zionism” is used as an amalgam-word for
Jewish exclusivism within Israel; Israeli chau-
vinism in general; any species of Israeli na-
tionalism, or Israeli national sentiment; and
simply the belief that Israel has a right to
exist, i.e. that the Hebrew Jewish nation has
a right to self-determination.

Israeli Jews, as a collective, are frequently
referred to as “the Zionists”, and thus, unlike
any other nation on earth, equated with a po-
litical faction. (As if Poland, as a country,
were routinely referred to as “the Polish na-
tionalists”). Then the big majority of Jews
worldwide, who for historically rooted rea-
sons not changeable at will, mostly have
some reflex (maybe critical or very critical)
identification with Israel, are also “Zionists”.

“Anti-Zionism”, as a political label, implies
that there is some political force in the world,
“Zionism”, which is such a great and com-
pact power that just to be “anti” says enough
to outline a whole political program. All the
“Zionists”, from the young idealist national-
ist getting herself or himself arrested for
street protests against Israel’s recent killings
on the Gaza border, to the foulest Israeli
chauvinist, to the Jew who does no more than
refuse to commit to hating Israel, are bundled
together as components of that great and
compact power.

You do not at all have to adopt “anti-Zion-
ism” as a political label in order to back Pales-
tinian rights. And to adopt it is, at the least,
to navigate your boat into the midst of a big
and raucous convoy carried on antisemitic
currents, behind flagships which fly the
“anti-Zionist” emblem for fundamentally an-
tisemitic reasons.

A word may need to be added on the terms
“anti-Stalinist” and “anti-capitalist”. No-one
much defines themselves just as “anti-Stalin-
ist” (which means what? socialist, liberal, fas-
cist, Islamist, conservative...?), but we
sometimes call ourselves “anti-Stalinist so-
cialists”.

Why? Because all the old positive terms we
can use to define ourselves — socialist, com-
munist, social-democrat — have been taken
by others and dirtied. In Britain, at least, “so-
cialist” is understood to cover a broad variety

of views, so we can make progress by calling
ourselves “socialist” and then defining fur-
ther — “democratic socialist”, “working-
class socialist”, “revolutionary socialist”,
“Trotskyist”, “Third Camp”...

Since the Stalinists have abused all the
qualifying terms too — North Korea calls it-
self the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea, and its ruling gang the Workers’ Party
of Korea — sometimes it clarifies to indicate
upfront that we are not just non-Stalinists,
but also war-to-the-death opponents of Stal-
inism.

The term “anti-capitalist” is unsatisfactory
(does it mean Islamist? primitivist-anarchist?
“third-way”-ist? what?) but at least is mostly
understood (in the name of the French group
Nouveau Parti Anticapitaliste, for example)
to mean “socialist who wants to overthrow
capitalism, and not just modify it”. It is re-
sorted to because in some countries (France
is one) the term “socialist” is widely identi-
fied with an official Socialist Party which is
obstreperously pro-capitalist.

It carries almost none of the problems that
the label “anti-Zionist” carries.

ARE WE “CRITICAL FRIENDS
OF ISRAEL”?

The record of Solidarity and Workers’ Lib-
erty is good on indicting actions of the Is-
raeli government, organising protests
about them, building links with and boost-
ing the activity of anti-occupation groups
in Israel, etc.

It compares well with other left groups
who focus on general “hate Israel” propa-
ganda.

A good many years back now, a small team
of our people went to leaflet an Israeli-nation-
alist demonstration called in London.

Most of the people on the protest were out-
right chauvinists. Our people were accused
of being “anti-Israel” or “hating Israel”. They
replied by saying that they were pro-Israel.
Only they were pro-Palestinian too.

It cut little ice among the agitated protest-
ers. But it was the right way to reply.

“Friends of Palestine”, “friends of Kurdis-
tan”, “friends of Iraq”, “friends of the Earth”,
“Friends of Ireland”, “Friends of the Blacks”
(in France, 1788-93) — those terms usually
describe loose assemblings of sympathy, or
diffuse lobby groups, rather than the sort of
militant action we advocate. But in that loose
sense, yes, we are critical friends of Israel.

At a recent meeting this month I had a
Labour “returner” from the 1980s say to me
after scanning the pages of Solidarity: “You’re
the pro-Israeli ones, aren’t you”. I replied by
saying. “Yes. We are also pro-Palestinian. We
support ‘two states’.” He nodded and said he
remembered that from working with one of
our people in the Labour Party in the 1980s.

Subsequent (amicable) conversation made
it clear what the reader meant by “pro-Is-
raeli”: it was that we contested the idea that
Israel should not be allowed to exist.

There is a precedent here. In 1891 a dele-
gate brought a motion to the congress of the
Second International condemning anti-
semitism. Everyone agreed to condemn the
gross antisemitism in Russia. The more gen-
eral motion ran into trouble.

What about the Jewish bankers, asked
some delegates? We can’t afford to appear
friendly to them. The conflict was resolved
by passing a motion condemning both anti-
semitism and “philosemitism”. The socialists
were against antisemitism, but no, they had
no general friendly attitude towards Jews.

As Brendan McGeever and Satnam Virdee
explain:

“For socialists like Victor Adler and Paul
Singer, being seen to be against antisemitism
risked confirming the antisemitic stereotype
that socialism was a ‘Jewish’ project. Such
concerns were far from confined to the supra-
national level of the International’s con-
gresses... the socialist response to
antisemitism in late imperial Germany was
similarly defined by a preoccupation with the
question of ‘philosemitism’.

“Having ostensibly rejected antisemitism,
German socialists frequently went out of
their way to disprove any guilt in ‘defending
the Jews’... in the Austrian context...
‘philosemitism’ was often viewed by social
democrats as an unacceptable defence of
‘capitalist Jewry’.” (McGeever and Virdee,
Antisemitism and socialist strategy in Europe,
1880-1917: an introduction, Patterns of Preju-
dice, 51:3-4, 2017).

George Plekhanov, and other socialists of
the time, took issue with this quibbling.
When Jewish bankers harmed the workers,
they did so as bankers, not as Jews.

Likewise, when the Israeli state harms
Palestinians and others, it does so as a chau-
vinist and colonialist regime, not as Jewish.
Today’s socialists should not put ourselves in
the same queasy middle ground — “oh, I’m
against antisemitism, but of course I’m in no
way friendly to Israel” — as the Second In-
ternational did.

DOES ANYONE REALLY SAY
“SMASH ISRAEL”?

But no-one says in so many words that Is-
rael should be destroyed? But Israel’s mil-
itary position is secure? But most of the
Arab states, while refusing to recognise
Israel, signal that they would accept some
sort of “two states” deal?

Yes, Israel is militarily strong. That is one
reason why proposing “smash Israel” as the
answer is no service to the Palestinians: it is
telling them to wait until some big military
power smashes Israel for them, and to trust
that this big power will treat them, the Pales-
tinians, well.

It is also true that most of the “left groups”
are almost always evasive about what their
program for Israel, and about their opposi-
tion to the “two states” policy which makes
sense to most broadly left-minded people.

Instead they limit themselves to vague and
ambiguous slogans (“Free Palestine”), and
under that cover pull people towards them
by piling on the “hate Israel” messages.
Sometimes they indict real Israeli abuses, but
always the intended message is: this is not an
abuse such as other states are guilty of, but
something much worse; this is not an abuse
which could be ended by changing policies
(conceding “two states”, conceding full equal
rights to Arabs within Israel), as other states
can end abuses by changing policies; this is
something imprinted in the very genetic code
of Israel.

If new activists have qualms about this ag-
itation, they are quieted by the idea that Israel
is so strong and aggressive that a bit of exag-
geration does no harm.

In the Socialist Alliance of 2001-3 we had a
chance to debate face-to-face with the SWP
on this. They would propose only “Free
Palestine” as a slogan, and recommend it
only on the ground that it would best “fit the
mood”.

They made no effort to have the Socialist
Alliance adopt “Two states solution, no solu-
tion!”, “From the river to the sea!”, or “We are
all Hezbollah”. They left those slogans for
shouting and placarding to the narrower mi-
lieu found on demonstrations. They blocked

As Russian Marxist George Plekhanov said,
when Jewish bankers harm workers they do
so as bankers and not as Jews
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the Socialist Alliance from demanding Israeli
withdrawal from the Occupied Territories,
apparently on the grounds that that might
imply Israel would still exist, and gave less
scope for add-ons than the vague “Free Pales-
tine” formula.

Groups like the SWP used to say, when
pressed, that they are for a “secular demo-
cratic [single] state” in the territory of pre-
1948 Palestine. No-one much on the British
left says that now, because it obviously
clashes with support for Hamas.

If pressed, they are more likely to say that
the solution will come through a socialist rev-
olution across the whole region, which of
course, being socialist, will find all the peo-
ples happy to live together in a single state
on friendly terms.

But to make a socialist revolution, it is nec-
essary first to unite the working class; there
is no other force which can make a socialist
revolution for the working class and then
present it with working-class unity as a con-
sequence. And it is fatalistic and sectarian to
dismiss all prospect for improvement for the
Palestinians short of a region-wide socialist
revolution.

Lots of people on the left are vague when
pressed on this issue, refusing to say that they
actually support Israel being wiped off the
map. Some on the left say that they would ac-
cept “two states”, but only on the basis of the
full “right of return” of six million descen-
dants of 1947-8 refugees to what is now Is-
rael. That is another way of saying that they
will not accept any actually conceivable “two
states” solution, and will support more or
less military action against Israel until it dis-
bands.

On paper the Socialist Party’s position on
Israel-Palestine looks fairly similar to ours: “a
socialist Israel alongside a socialist Palestine
as a part of a socialist federation of the Mid-
dle East”. Whenever the heat is on (it hap-
pened in the 1980s as well as 2009) they hide
that position. They chime in with the “hate
Israel” brigade.

If questioned, they explain that the “social-
ist Israel alongside a socialist Palestine” line
does not preclude siding with Hamas against
the actual Israel which is, you see, capitalist.
In 2009 their main line was that Hamas’s
rocket attacks on Israel had “failed” of their
purpose and should be replaced by “mass
struggle” (presumably, by “mass” rocket at-
tacks, with the same purpose).

“ISRAEL IS A RACIST ENDEAVOUR”
Yes, Israel has racist policies (as other
states do). But the often-denounced
words in the IHRA text are well-chosen on
this.

Criticisms of Israel of the same sort as we
might make of Turkey or Sri Lanka, the USA
or Britain, Russia or China, may be right or
wrong, but are not antisemitic. The claim that

“the existence” — the very existence — “of a
state of Israel” — however modified — “is a
racist endeavour” — that is antisemitic.

The general use of the theme “Israel is a
racist state” is geared not to rouse protest
against actual racist policies, but to persuade
hearers that Israel as a political unit is and
will be “racist” whatever it does. 

There is another issue here, in the way that
bad Israeli-nationalist and Israeli-chauvinist
policies are all tagged as “racist”. The word
“racist” cannot be put back into the relatively
precise box it occupied until a few decades
ago, meaning prejudice or discrimination on
the grounds of supposed “racial” (collective-
biological-descent) characteristics, but if it is
to aid communication at all its meaning must
be circumscribed to some degree.

The issue here is similar to that about de-
claring all left antisemitisms to be variants of
racism. Myself, I don’t think they are. People
may slip over the line between political left
antisemitism and racism, but there is a line.
That means not that political left anti-
semitism is harmless, but that it is different.

Many people see their political left anti-
semitism as a form of “anti-racism” (Zionism
is racism, isn’t it? Israel is a racist endeavour,
isn’t it? Therefore to be an absolute anti-Zion-
ist is only to be anti-racist). They are wrong,
but it clarifies nothing to call them “racists”.

“RACIST” IN ESSENCE, OVER AND
ABOVE POLICIES?

Another argument for calling Israel a
“racist state” is that it advantages Jews,
said to be a particular “ethnic” or “reli-
gious” group.

Israel is intensely nationalist, even chau-
vinist. You might even call it a chauvinist
state. That is not the same thing as “a racist
state”. In the first place, all states are more or
less nationalist; the answer to that national-
ism and even chauvinism, in Israel or else-
where, is not to have the state conquered and
overrun by another state (clearly chauvinist,
from its predilection for conquest).

Benedict Anderson’s book Imagined Com-
munities, despite its quirks, demonstrates that
the link between nationalism to racism is not
a straight line. The state-building official na-
tionalisms of late 19th century Europe were
connected through imperialism to racism,
but much racism operates within nations, and
it is something other than strong nationalism.

“Nationalism thinks in terms of historical
destinies, while racism dreams of eternal con-
taminations, transmitted from the origins of
time through an endless sequence of loath-
some copulations: outside history… The
dreams of racism actually have their origin in
ideologies of class, rather than in those of na-
tion: above all in claims to divinity among
rulers and to ‘blue’ or ‘white’ blood and
‘breeding’ among aristocracies”.

Israeli Jews are one of the most ethnically

diverse nations on earth, and many Israeli
Jews are secular or atheist. (56% say they
“never” go to synagogue on Saturdays). They
are a nation, not an ethnic group or a reli-
gious sect.

It is an unusual nation, in that a lot of peo-
ple outside the nation-state identify with it,
as many people identify as “Irish” without
much connection to Ireland, or “Palestinian”
without much geographical connection to
Palestine. The national identity is connected
with a religious identity — as Gaelic-Irish
identity historically has been connected with
Catholic religion, or Serbian identity with
Serbian Orthodox religion.

Those unusual features arise from the fact
that the gradual assimilation of Jews into var-
ied nations across the world, expected by
Marxists and socialists until the 1920s, was
disrupted and reversed by Nazi persecution,
the closing of doors to Jewish refugees after
1933, the Holocaust, and the mass eviction of
Jewish populations from Arab and Muslim-
majority countries.

To be against Israeli nationalism and chau-
vinism? Yes. To use the special features of the
Israeli Jewish nation — a unique combina-
tion, but of elements all also found in other
nations — to deny its rights? No.

Yet another argument is that the very idea
of creating a Jewish state was in and of itself
“racist”, and all the bad features of Israel flow
from that.

Almost all nations in history have been cre-
ated by influxes of settlers. Thus the Franks,
after whom France is named, came from
what is now Germany, and so on.

The “Bantu” peoples of what is now South
Africa settled there around the same time, or
only slightly before, Europeans started set-
tling there. We called the governments and
parties of white South Africa “racist” not be-
cause of the possible slight time difference in
settlement by their ancestors, but because of
their living policies and actions oppressing
living black South Africans.

In the early 20th century, Marxists argued
against Zionism not on the basis of opposing
all collective movements of people, but on
the basis that (a) the project was unrealistic,
“utopian” (we were wrong about that); (b) in
its particular form in Palestine, would lead
the Jewish settlers into collaboration with
British imperialism and conflict with the
Arabs (we were right about that).

Consider Isaac Steinberg, Left SR and Peo-
ple’s Commissar for Justice in the first work-

ers’ government after October 1917, whose
account of the revolution and the first period
after it is covered in our recent book In De-
fence of Bolshevism. Did the Bolsheviks really
agree to a “racist” being the first People’s
Commissar for Justice? Surely not.

Yet Steinberg’s major political activity after
he left the USSR was trying to establish a
compact Jewish community by settlement in
the sparsely-populated Kimberley (northern)
district of Western Australia. The left of the
Australian labour movement supported his
scheme, but the Curtin Labor government
eventually blocked it, it seems on the
grounds that they didn’t like the prospect of
such a compact Jewish community.

If there were racist elements in Steinberg’s
plan, they were in the shortcomings of his
discussions and negotiations with the Abo-
riginal peoples in the area (I don’t know the
details of those), not in the idea of enabling
Jews to establish a community.

Equally, the Bolsheviks’ plan to create a
Jewish republic within the USSR — eventu-
ally realised only in a abortive caricature
form under Stalin in 1934, in Birobidzhan —
was not in essence racist.

IS CORBYN “FLAILING”?
We have known Jeremy Corbyn for 40
years. As we perceived early on, and as
we pointed out when he stood for Labour
leader in 2015 (bit.ly/corb-15), he is some-
one who feels a real moral imperative to
stand with the left and the working class
where he sees the issues clearly.

He is also someone who is often over-
whelmed when faced with sharp difficulties
in deciding what “left” means.

Over recent decades, he has moved from a
quasi-Trotskisant sort of politics to alignment
(with private reservations) with the Morning
Star. Since 2015, he has appointed and
worked with a Leader’s Office dominated by
Seamus Milne and Andrew Murray, people
who are thorough Stalinists and also ten
times more politically confident, articulate,
energetic, and well-read than he is.

He has not had the ideological fortitude to
speak out forthrightly for his own “two
states” policy. Instead he has been constantly
on the retreat on the issue. He has give no
clear indication that he understands that
there are other dimensions to antisemitism
besides the old conservative “we can’t have
Jews in our golf club” sentiment which was
current when he was a teenager, and the far
right.

Most of his output has been one forced
apology or “I didn’t mean it” plea after an-
other. Very little has been clear positive state-
ments. It is now evident that the initial
exclusion from Labour policy of the IHRA
words censuring as antisemitic the idea that
“the existence of a state of Israel is a racist en-
deavour” was not an innocent attempt to im-
prove clarity, but a ploy by the Leader’s
Office to license exactly that idea.

The Leader’s Office had to retreat to ac-
cepting the whole IHRA text. It tried to fi-
nesse that by a contorted (and in strict
grammar nonsensical) gloss claiming that it
could not be “regarded as anti-Semitic to de-
scribe Israel, its policies or the circumstances
around its foundation as racist because of
their discriminatory impact, or to support an-
other settlement of the Israel-Palestine con-
flict”. (What does it mean to call
“circumstances” racist? “Another” than
what?)

Then it was forced to retreat even on that,
but not without signalling “we’re adopting
these words, but we don’t really mean them”.

What is that if not flailing? The fact that
right-wingers go in for wild talk (“the worst
since Enoch Powell”) does not excuse the
Leader’s Office or Corbyn.

We can and must combine rejection of
the wild talk with the necessary criticism
of the Labour leadership’s policy.

To condemn Israel’s very existence — not just various policies — as “racist” is antisemitic.

This pamphlet republishes a selection of
articles written by members and supporters
of Workers’ Liberty, along with a interview
with the late Marxist theorist Moishe
Postone, and an article by the Bolshevik
revolutionary Leon Trotsky. It is a
contribution to the political debate and
education.

Buy online for £4.50 here:
https://www.workersliberty.org/as-pamphlet
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Today one class, the working
class, lives by selling its labour
power to another, the capitalist
class, which owns the means of
production. 
The capitalists’ control over the

economy and their relentless drive

to increase their wealth causes

poverty, unemployment, the

blighting of lives by overwork,

imperialism, the destruction of the

environment and much else.

Against the accumulated wealth

and power of the capitalists, the

working class must unite to

struggle against capitalist power

in the workplace and in wider

society.

The Alliance for Workers’

Liberty wants socialist revolution:

collective ownership of industry

and services, workers’ control,

and a democracy much fuller than

the present system, with elected

representatives recallable at any

time and an end to bureaucrats’

and managers’ privileges.

We fight for trade unions and

the Labour Party to break with

“social partnership” with the

bosses and to militantly assert

working-class interests.

In workplaces, trade unions,
and Labour organisations;
among students; in local
campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we
stand for:

• Independent working-class

representation in politics.

• A workers’ government,

based on and accountable to the

labour movement.

• A workers’ charter of trade

union rights — to organise, to

strike, to picket effectively, and to

take solidarity action.

• Taxation of the rich to fund

decent public services, homes,

education and jobs for all.

• A workers’ movement that

fights all forms of oppression. Full

equality for women, and social

provision to free women from

domestic labour. For reproductive

justice: free abortion on demand;

the right to choose when and

whether to have children. Full

equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual

and transgender people. Black

and white workers’ unity against

racism.

• Open borders.

• Global solidarity against

global capital — workers

everywhere have more in

common with each other than

with their capitalist or Stalinist

rulers.

• Democracy at every level of

society, from the smallest

workplace or community to global

social organisation.

• Equal rights for all nations,

against imperialists and predators

big and small.

• Maximum left unity in action,

and openness in debate.

If you agree with us, please
take some copies of Solidarity
to sell — and join us!

Behind the Glasgow equal pay strike
By Dale Street
Up to 8,000 Glasgow City Coun-
cil workers, members of the
GMB and Unison, took part in a
two-day equal pay strike on 23-
24 October. 

For 48 hours only emergency
cover was available in home care
services. Primary schools and nurs-
ery schools were closed. Secondary
schools were open, but without a
school-meals service. 

Workers in Glasgow’s four refuse
and recycling centres refused to
cross picket lines, bringing refuse
collection to a halt for the duration
of the strike. Some parking atten-
dants and museum and libraries
staff also refused to cross picket
lines.

The strike — the largest equal
pay strike in British history — at-
tracted messages of support and
media coverage from around the
world. Service-users and their fam-
ilies backed the strike, despite the
problems which it created for them. 

REFUSED
A tweet from a refuse worker
summed up the feelings of his
600 fellow union members who
refused to cross picket lines: 

“I feel very privileged to support
our GMB sisters in this monumen-
tal fight about equal pay and feel
very humbled by their messages of
support. This is what a union is:
coming together we are stronger to
get what is right and just.”

The GMB described a meeting
with City Council officials the day
after the strike as “positive and
constructive” and as the start of
“meaningful negotiations”. The
trade unions and Action4Equality
would now be “moving forward in
good faith and with optimism”. 

Although, or maybe even be-
cause, the focus of the fight for
equal pay has shifted from strike
action to negotiations, some of the
broader issues raised by the strike
merit further exploration.

The Workforce Pay and Benefits
Review (WPBR), which was meant
to remedy pay discrimination but
in fact further institutionalised it,
was approved by the City Council
Executive Committee on 13 Octo-
ber 2006.

Unison and the GMB both state
that they opposed the WPBR from
the outset. A document put before
the Council Executive Committee
refers to ongoing consultation with
the unions. But it makes no men-
tion of any agreement with them.

But on what basis did Unison
and the GMB oppose the WPBR?

On 24 October 2006 Unison is-
sued a press release entitled “Uni-
son calls for rejection of Glasgow’s
pay review”. But the main, almost
sole, focus of the press release is the
lack of pay protection for (mainly
male) employees, not the WPBR’s
inbuilt discrimination against
women.

The press release announced a
strike ballot. The minutes of the

City Council Executive Committee
of 8 December 2006 record the
withdrawal of Unison’s strike
threat — because the Council had
ceded ground to its demand for
pay protection for (mainly male)
employees.

There is no record on the internet
of the GMB’s initial response to the
WPBR. But two years later, in 2008,
the Court of Appeal found the
GMB “guilty” of indirect discrimi-
nation against women members
employed by Middlesbrough
Council.

The GMB had failed to pursue
their equal pay claim, settled for
less than the women were entitled
to, refused to back legal proceed-
ings in support of equal pay, and
“manipulated” its women mem-
bers into accepting the Council’s
offer in 2005 through “a marked
economy of the truth”.

In theory, the GMB in Glasgow in
2006 could have been qualitatively
different from the GMB in Middles-
brough in 2005. In reality, this was
highly unlikely. 

Arguably it was the Court of Ap-
peal judgement of 2008 which fi-
nally “woke up” the GMB and
forced it to confront issues of local
government pay discrimination.

The GMB and Unison put major
resources into last week’s strike.
But a more detailed analysis of
their record might conclude that
their response to the WPBR in the
years immediately following 2006
did not display the same level of
vigour.

ROLE
This is underlined by the role of
Action4Equality, created by so-
licitor Stephan Cross. 

For many years past Cross has
specialised in equal pay claims. It
was Cross who represented the
GMB women members in Middles-
brough in the legal proceedings
against their own union.

Of the 12,000 equal pay claims
currently outstanding against Glas-
gow City Council, two thirds are
Cross’s clients and only one third
are represented by Unison or the
GMB. This is not what one would
expect if the unions had been in
total opposition to the WPBR from
the outset.

The SNP’s initial response to last
week’s strike was to denounce it –
vehemently. SNP Council Leader
Susan Aitken claimed that the
strike was pointless and that mem-
bers had been misled by their
unions.

Individual SNP councillors
waded in with more denunciations.
They accused the unions of having
a political agenda — attacking the
SNP-controlled council while hav-
ing done nothing when Labour ran
it — and of causing hardship for
those most in need of Council serv-
ices.

Council officials announced that
negotiations with the unions would
be suspended as long as the strike
had not been called off. When re-
fuse workers refused to cross picket

lines during the strike, a Council of-
ficial announced that legal action
would be taken (using the Tories’
anti-union laws).

But by the time of the strike itself,
the SNP City Council leadership
had worked out that this was bad
politics and struck a much more
conciliatory note. In the SNP’s in-
house newspaper The National
Susan Aitken wrote:

“Whatever opinion may be held
about the merits of the strike action,
the thousands of women who exer-
cised their right to withdraw their
labour as part of the campaign to-
wards delivering equal pay high-
lighted the value of the crucial
work they do for this city and its
people.”

And SNP leader Nicola Sturgeon
tweeted: “While I wish the strike
wasn’t happening, I have nothing
but admiration for the women in-
volved. However, I feel contempt
for a Labour Party expressing soli-
darity now when, in power, they
took these women to court for
denying equal pay.”

The threat of using the Tories’
anti-union laws against refuse
workers who had refused to cross
picket lines was also quickly aban-
doned and replaced by a letter to
the trade unions expressing con-
cern about their actions.

Instinctively, the SNP had lashed
out at the trade unions and allowed
council officials to threaten them
with the Tories’ anti-union laws.
Only an intervention by more tacti-
cally astute figures in the SNP led
to a more conciliatory approach
and a focus on the obvious target:

The record in power (2006 to
2017) of three successive Labour
administrations in Glasgow City
Chambers, successively led by
Stephen Purcell, Gordon Matheson
and Frank McAveety, undermined
support for the strike from other
sections of the Labour Party.

Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn
tweeted in support of the strike: 

“I send my solidarity to women
council workers in Glasgow who
go on strike today to demand equal
pay. They are the carers, cleaners
and caterers who are society’s un-

sung heroes. When they go on
strike, it’s our duty to support
them.”

Scottish Labour leader Richard
Leonard also tweeted in support of
the strike:

“I send solidarity to the thou-
sands of Glasgow women who are
striking in their fight for justice.
These courageous women write
their chapter in the history of the
labour movement. They have the
support and the solidarity of the
Scottish Labour Party in doing so.”

And Scottish Labour General
Secretary Brian Roy tweeted:

“An SNP council using
Thatcherite, pernicious anti-trade-
union measures to break up the
equal pay Glasgow women’s strike.
The mask has well and truly
slipped. Disgraceful.”

But there was no getting away
from the record of the three Labour
administrations.

They had created the WPBR
(scrapped by the SNP), created
arms-length companies such as
Cordia to block equal pay claims
(brought back in-house by the
SNP), pursued legal proceedings to
stop equal pay claims (abandoned
by the SNP), and refused to open
negotiations with the unions (com-
menced, however tardily, by the
SNP).

And in 2014 it was a Labour-con-
trolled Glasgow City Council
which did not merely threaten to
use the Tory anti-union laws but ac-
tually went to the Court of Session
to try to win an injunction against
Unison for supposedly organising
secondary action.

APOLOGISE
McAveety, who remained Labour
Group leader after Labour lost
control of the City Council last
year, has yet to apologise to the
women workers who were de-
nied equal pay by his administra-
tion and by preceding
administrations. 

His Twitter account failed to
even mention, never mind support,
last week’s strike.

Glasgow Labour Prospective
Parliamentary Candidates (PPCs)
Johann Lamont and Kate Watson,
were also amongst the many who
thought that Britain’s biggest ever
equal pay strike, in the city where
they hope to stand for election, was
not even worthy of mention, never
mind active support.

Last week’s equal pay strike was
not just an inspiring event in terms
of trade union history. 

It should also be an inspiration
to Labour Party members to call
to account the councillors and
their hangers-on who have
brought the Labour Party into
disrepute through their actions
in the period 2006-17 and their
inaction on 23 and 24 October of
this year.

• Abridged. Full article at:
bit.ly/2JoIHFj

@workerslibertyWorkers’ LibertyMore online at www.workersliberty.org
Where we
stand

A GMB placard of Purcell, Matheson,
and McAveety
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Two train drivers talked with
Solidarity about the latest in the
long-running Driver Only
Operation dispute, where the
RMT union is taking action
against threats to guards’ jobs.

As far as we know, the
Merseyrail offer is not final. We’re
not even sure why it’s been pub-
licly released. 

Negotiations are still ongoing.
The ACAS process was supposed
to be confidential, and this breaches
that.

I wouldn’t vote for the offer. It ac-
cepts a three-year pay freeze for
guards, and makes cleaners redun-
dant (though it promises no com-
pulsory redundancies), in order to
finance retaining the guard as a
safety-critical job, and transferring
one of the duties currently done by
cleaners to the guards.

Is the retention of guards’ jobs
permanent? Only for the life of the
franchise.

The union action has been by far
at its strongest and most unified on
Merseyrail; it has been unique in
that almost none of the drivers
have crossed the picket line.

On Merseyrail there is a direct
line of promotion from guard to
driver, which doesn’t exist on any
other franchise, and you can’t be-
come a Merseyrail driver without
having been a Merseyrail guard.
But the unity is down to union ef-
forts too: it hasn’t always been that
strong on Merseyrail.

As for the other Train Operating
Companies: in Scotland there is no
issue. There is some Driver Only
Operation, but no more immedi-
ately planned. On the East Coast
mainline, drivers release doors, and
the guards do the rest of the job: the
union is satisfied.

On Greater Anglia, the same.
After a decision by the Welsh As-
sembly, Arriva Trains Wales is
keeping guards. On Cross Country
and East Midlands Trains, there is
no live issue. Great Western are in-

troducing the same new rolling
stock as the East Coast mainline:
there’s no dispute there.

The dispute is on South West Rail
and Northern Rail. On South West
Rail RMT has declared strikes for
all the Saturdays in November. On
Northern Rail we have moved to a
weekly RMT strike every Saturday,
at least until there is a settlement on
Merseyrail which we can hope to
get copied elsewhere.

The Northern Rail strikes are
well-supported and stop probably
70% of the trains. But almost all
drivers who are members of Aslef
[a drivers-only union, unlike the
RMT which covers all rail grades]
— which means, almost all drivers
— cross the picket lines.

The disruption to services is se-
vere. The only reason why North-
ern Rail is not a national joke like
Southern Rail is that the impact is
bigger on Southern. Northern Rail
bosses are sheltered to some extent
because they are doing the dirty
work for transport minister Chris
Grayling.

On Southern Rail the special
franchise set-up mean that the gov-
ernment covered all the revenue
the company lost through strikes. It
is not the same on Northern Rail.
But it is not clear how much the
company is losing financially from
the strikes.

We want the RMT to make
proper preparation to sustain
strikes for as along as they’re likely
to be needed to run for, and to
shame Aslef into not crossing the
picket lines. The labour movement
should run a solidarity campaign to
protect safety on the railways and
should draw Aslef into it.

The RMT should encourage
proper picketing. At present the
pickets do not even approach driv-
ers directly to ask them not to cross.
That is true whether or not there
are officials on the picket lines —
which is rare — and despite the po-
lice presence on the picket lines
being only occasional and low-key.

Drivers are legally covered
against repercussions if they refuse
to cross the picket lines, even if they
don’t join RMT. No drivers have
been faced discipline for refusing to
cross.

RMT is not paying strike pay as
such, just occasional lump sums to
strikers. The strikers are settling
into a rhythm, for now, making up
for strike days by working extra
hours on rest days, but the RMT
should levy the other members of
the union to support this dispute.

If the RMT had affiliated to the
Labour Party, it could have put
more pressure on Aslef over this
dispute. We lost a chance there.

Saturday strikes defend
rail safety

By Patrick Murphy
Strike action by nine women
working as midday supervisory
assistants (dinner ladies) at La-
dywood Primary School in
Barnsley continues. 

The women, all members of Uni-
son, are striking to defend their jobs
following a decision by their em-
ployer to make them redundant.
Having initially called six strike
days, they are now on all-out indef-
inite strike and have struck for 18
days in total so far. 

On October 22 they were boosted
when the threatened workers were
joined by their colleagues at the
school who work as Teaching As-
sistants. The head teacher had
planned to direct the TAs to take
over the lunchtime supervision
normally   carried out by the
lunchtime staff. Quite rightly the
TAs refused and joined the action. 

The school has sought to justify
the redundancies by claiming that
the nine women don’t have the
skills to carry out their supervision
duties. That’s clearly not a view
shared by their workmates or the
parents and community who rely
on them. Not only have the TAs
joined the action but over 300 par-
ents and members of the commu-
nity have signed a petition pushing
for the head to go instead. Around
1000 have signed a Unison petition
demanding the withdrawal of the
redundancies. 

Ladywood Primary serves the
ex-mining community of
Grimethorpe. 

That community needs more
jobs not fewer, and the fight of
these workers should be fully
supported by the whole of the
local labour and trade union
movement and by the local
Labour council.

By a NEU member
Scottish teachers marched in
Glasgow on 27 October de-
manding an austerity-busting
10% pay rise.  

30,000 attended the march or-
ganised by the Educational Insti-
tute of Scotland (the Scottish
teachers’ union), excellent num-
bers considering there are around
50,000 teachers in Scotland.

The campaign Scottish teachers
are waging is inspirational, but
school workers might wonder
how inspired our leadership have
been here in England and Wales.
National Education Union Joint
General Secretary Kevin Courtney
praised the fight for a 10% pay rise
in Scotland, but from a posture of
begging that the 3.5% pay rise of-
fered in England and Wales
should be fully funded and apply
to all teachers. 

We voted to campaign for a 5%
pay rise, but as soon as the pay re-
view body recommend a 3.5% pay
rise Joint General Secretary Mary
Bousted welcomed it.

The 5% demand was junked
and we were treated to Dave Har-
vey, exec member for outer Lon-
don, pouring cold water on any

potential fight and telling us that
“if there is a mood for action in
schools then we would proceed to
an indicative ballot to test the
water for industrial action”.  

The lead-from-the-back bureau-
crat-speak here needs unpicking a
bit. Seeing the union executive’s
role as organising a ballot to test
the waters is a way of placing the
blame on school workers when,
seeing as the executive aren’t will-
ing to fight, they aren’t inspired to
turn out in great enough numbers
to vote for action.  

The executive is elected to carry
out the will of conference, not to
find ways to weasel out of a prom-
ise for action over a 5% pay rise by
organising a consultation process
for an indicative ballot to show
feeling for a ballot on action

Such a process can do noth-
ing but demobilise and disorient
workplace activists and mem-
bers, rather than get us any
closer to fighting alongside fel-
low teachers in Scotland.

• School workers in Workers’
Liberty are promoting a set of
motions for next year’s NEU con-
ference, including on pay for
teachers and support staff. See:
bit.ly/2qkFQEE

By Kelly Rogers
Security guards and reception-
ists at the Ministry of Justice
(MoJ), members of United Voices
of the World union (UVW), are
currently being balloted for
strikes. 

If they vote yes they will be join-
ing with cleaners to demand a Liv-
ing Wage, and parity of sick pay
and annual leave allowance with
the Ministry of Justice’s civil ser-
vants. This move follows three
strike days taken by MoJ cleaners
in early August.

UVW are expecting a vote 100%

in favour of strike action, across the
membership representing just shy
of 100% of the workforce. The bal-
lot will close on 21 November, and
the first strike days are planned to
take place before the end of the
year. 

The PCS branch at the depart-
ment for Business, Energy and In-
dustrial Strategy (BEIS) is also
balloting its outsourced workers. 

UVW members at the Ministry
of Justice have voted to co-ordi-
nate their strikes with PCS mem-
bers at BEIS, which between the
two workplaces could see over
100 workers walk out. 

Teachers’ pay fight:
why only in Scotland?

More jobs, not fewer

Security joins cleaners in dispute at MoJ

More than 300 workers from
the IWGB, UVW, IWW, CWU,
BFAWU, Unite, Bectu unions
and others, plus their
supporters marched through
central London on Tuesday 30
October on a Precarious
Workers’ national demo.
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By Matt Cooper
Pay volatility is much greater
than has previously been as-
sumed, with the vast majority of
workers in stable jobs experi-
encing significant month-to-
month changes in pay.

Low pay comes with spikes.
A recent report by the Resolution

Foundation looks at month-to-
month changes for workers in sta-
ble employment (bit.ly/vol-at).
Previous research has only looked
at how workers’ pay varies year-
to-year.

The better paid (those earning
more that £35,000 take home) see
their pay fluctuating month-to-
month, but for them it’s mostly a
matter of months where they get
something extra (a bonus, commis-
sion or overtime). The lower paid
(those on below £15,000, and par-
ticularly those on below £10,000
take home) have the most down-
ward changes in pay, and experi-
ence the most and the largest
fluctuations. The average down-
ward dip in pay is £290 in a month,
more than the average household
spends in a month on groceries.

The report does not identify
which low-paid workers have the
worst fluctuations, but they are
likely to be mainly those employed
on zero or low hours contracts who
often have their hours changed at
their employer’s whim.

Men in this wage bracket experi-
ence more volatility than women.
Maybe a greater proportion of
these men are involuntary part-
time workers who will do longer
hours whenever they can, while

some of the women will be balanc-
ing work and childcare and not
want to increase their hours.

Of course, low-paid workers can
least afford to see downward
changes in their pay. Most of these
workers will spend all their in-
come on essentials. A dip in pay
will mean bills unpaid, no phone
credit, expensive loans or a trip to
the food bank. The better paid are
more likely to be able to cover
shortfalls with savings or low-cost
credit.

IMPACT
The impact of such monthly
wage changes on benefits
causes further injustice. Many
on low-pay will claim benefits.
Under Universal Credit (UC) pay-
ments should change in line with
monthly pay, but there are prob-
lems with the way UC calculates
this.

UC works on calendar months,
but pay is often weekly, fortnightly
or four-weekly. In some months a
worker may get five weekly pay
checks (or three fortnightly pay-
ments, or two four-weekly pay-
ments). That will reduce the UC
they receive, with a time lag that
brings the reduction in a month
when the recipient is paid less.

A good month may even push
someone out of UC entitlement,
meaning they then have to reapply,
and wait through the reapplication
process. Rather than cushioning
pay volatility for the low paid, UC
tends to accentuate it.

The Resolution Foundation calls
for more regulation of low and
zero hours contracts, and a new

look at the impact of UC.
Further to the left, Guy Stand-

ing’s 2011 book The Precariat: The
New Dangerous Class offers differ-
ent but unhelpful suggestions. His
“precariat” is a broader group, in-
cluding the quasi-self-employed
and those moving from one tem-
porary job to the next, whereas this
report considers only those who
gets unstable wages from stable
jobs.

Standing assumes the that pre-
cariat is here to stay as an emerg-
ing new class with different
immediate interests from the
working class, and will be the basis
for both right wing populism and

new movements on the left. He
suggests that it should have their
own (non-trade-union) “voice”,
with policies such as the Universal
Basic Income (everyone receiving a
lump sum every month, irrespec-
tive of whether they are in work or
not)

LEFT
Some of the left cherry-pick
Standing’s argument, seeing the
precariat as a radical section of
the working class. The evidence
for this is, at best, patchy.

Precarious workers of different
sorts are a section of the working

class. A lot of workers moving
through “precarious” status at
times; some, especially migrants,
may be consigned to it for a gener-
ation.

State reforms are needed — not
Universal Basic Income but a liv-
ing wage, the banning of zero-hour
and low-hour contracts, and full
rights for part-time workers with
the right to increase their working
hours permanently if they wish.

The political movement that
can win these rights is not some
precariat-only “voice”, but all-
grade industrial trade unions.


